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Context

The aim of this document is to improve the engagement of users for Myntra Studio by
increasing the number of users who opened the Studio feature at least once in the past month
and have either viewed or engaged with a post in the past 1 month. This feature is aimed to
improve the overall engagement of Myntra, opening up newer avenues for influencer shopping
and entertainment.

Understanding Shopping with Influencers:

Primary motivation behind becoming a shopping influencer include :

>Money - Influencers have a dedicated audience across platforms which provide a consistent
earning source for influencers. They can monetise their audience through branded
partnerships, exclusive memberships & content, exclusive virtual items (stickers, emotes),
donations or if the platform supports, by receiving virtual gifts bought with real money.
Many people view streaming as full time jobs and a viable career option.
>Fame & Social Validation - Building on the previous point, the fame that comes with
influencers and building an audience, often motivates new content creators to try out
the medium in search of social validation. In-fact, it takes a decent amount of time to build
an audience that can be monetised, hence likes, views, conversations are often the early
motivators for a lot of streamers.
>General Interest & Community Building - Influencer communities allow people with common
interests about a certain topic to come together, experience something together and interact in
real time.

Key Metrics to Track:

The success of ideas discussed below can be measured using a variety of metrics like number
of new users, number of engagements, Average Session Time, Repeat user, Minutes of content
consumed, purchases made through Myntra Studio, NPS score.

Ideas for improving experience for content consumers:

1. UI/UX changes to improve discoverability of Studio feature : In order to improve the
reach of the feature, discoverability of Studio can be enhanced by UI/UX changes within



the Myntra App. Better placement of the icon, colour coding etc can be incorporated to
improve discoverability of the feature.

2. Informative guide on the importance of “Studio” : As a lot of viewers are not aware of the
benefits of using the “Studio” feature, a detailed guide, highlighting the benefits of the
feature can be a great way to increase awareness among potential users.

3. Stream previews on the homepage which gets maximum traffic in the Myntra app :
Previews of trending content from the Studio feature can be displayed on the Myntra
App homepage where more users can view the content.

4. More customized recommendation of content in Myntra Studio : The recommendations
for content in Myntra Studio can be customized as per the browsing history, spend
patterns, wishlists of the users. Currently, the content is segregated only on the basis of
gender(male/female) and occasion(ethnic/casual etc.)

5. Multiple ways of sharing feeds: Engagement with the content on Myntra Studio can be
improved by providing numerous ways of sharing posts across different social media
platforms.

6. Incentivizing usage: Usage of the feature can be incentivized in terms of coupons,
discount codes as per the content viewed to attract new users and increase their
retention.

Ideas for improving experience for content creators :

1. Earnings calculator : As one of the key motivations for influencers is money, an earnings
calculator where they can track monetisation of content and devise ways to increase their
productivity can be very useful.

2.Post Dashboard : Key analytics of posts like number of views, transactions made through
posts, views in the last week etc can help influencers in understanding responses to their posts
and create more engaging posts. This can be incorporated within a detailed Post Dashboard.

3. SOP for content creation/ Seeding Content / better filters and tools - A content
platform cannot work without great content. Great content itself can act as a vehicle for
awareness and adoption for the platform. Sometimes, users just need to be guided in the
right direction in terms of content creation. Creating tutorials, best practises, do ’s and don’t
can enable creators to create good content and avoid the troubles that usually come with
User generated content.

4. Tools for content creation : Enhanced tools including latest and trending filters, audio files
in background of posts etc. can be included to enable influencers to showcase their creativity by
the fullest.

5. One-click exports : Multiple platform support for content creators where they can upload
the same content across different social media platforms can be very helpful and enable
influencers to share their existing content effortlessly.

Platform Wide Techniques :

1. App Store Optimisation - Currently, Myntra app on the Google Play Store and Apple Store is
categorized under “Shopping” apps and doesn’t rank for terms like ‘influencer shopping’ or



doesn’t show up in the relevant apps/similar apps section for competing apps. As the Myntra
Studio section is launched within the Myntra App, it can be optimized for the additional services
which the Studio feature offers.
2. Marketing Campaigns- Myntra has a high brand recall due to its presence on traditional as
well as digital media. This brand marketing can be leveraged for the Myntra Studio features
through traditional and digital channels. Paid Ads representative of the content on the platform
can be run on social channels, OTT platforms and Ad networks.
3. Influencer Marketing / Celebrity Tie-ins / Exclusive Tie-ins - Tie up with influencers
across categories (music, comedians, gamers, youtubers, celebrities)to attract the audience of
these influencers to Myntra can help in bringing in a lot of new people to the platform and
improve engagement and retention for existing users.

Prioritisation

I used the RICE Framework for prioritization of the ideas which were brainstormed.
The formula used for generating the RICE score is :
Score = (R+I+C)/E where R,I,C,E denotes Reach, Impact, Confidence, Effort.

Scoring of Ideas based on RICE Framework (Consumer specific ideas only) :

Idea Reach Impact Confidence Effort Score

Display previews on the homepage which
gets maximum traffic in the Myntra app

5 4 4 4 20

Incentivizing usage of the feature 4 4 4 5 12.8

Making UI/UX changes to improve
discoverability of Studio feature

4 3 3 3 12

Creating informative guide on the importance
of Studio feature

2 2 4 2 8

Introducing multiple ways of sharing feeds 2 3 4 3 8

More customized recommendation of content
in Myntra Studio

2 3 4 4 6

Based on the RICE Score, we’ll prioritize the solution of displaying previews on the App
Homepage to achieve maximum existing Myntra users to try the feature.

Summary

In summary, we understood influencer shopping as a medium for Myntra’s Studio feature,
analysed the user base consisting of content creators and viewers, identified certain needs and
ideas for growing Myntra’s Studio platform followed by prioritisation of those ideas.



Based on the RICE score, we prioritized the solution of displaying previews on the App
Homepage to achieve maximum existing Myntra users to try the feature.


